140 MEN ENTERED IN ANNUAL SPRING INTERCLASS MEET

Events To Be Spread Over Two Days; Later In Season Than Usual

PREDICT NEW RECORDS

With the largest number of men ever to sign up for an Interclass track meet, one hundred and forty athletes have signed their interest in entering the annual testing meet between all classes of the Junior and Senior courses. The meet takes place today and Wednesday and will consist of track events. Generally, the event has come off in fine fashion and the Institute records book is becoming complete. The coaching staff predict that this Interclass meet but Institute records will be made, no matter what the condition and the Institute meet has been made, no matter what the condition and Coaches Hedlund and Lipton have two miles run, the 100-yard dash, the mile run, and the 440-yard dash will be run all. On Wednesday, the 6-oh-hour events scheduled will be the broad jump, high jump, and the discus throw; the 5-oh-hour track events will be in the form of the low hurdles, the 440-yard dash, the 220-yard dash, and the mile run.

An additional feature of Wednesday afternoon’s program will be the interclass relay race. A good number of novelty acts are competing in the novelty town; and the race should be close and interesting, although it is not known if it is possible that a real team representing the Dominon will compete against a picked interclass group.

Toronto

This is what a professor of mathematics at the University of Toronto said in a recent address, “Make your pupils Mathematics a wilderness of horrors and nightmares, they should consider that it is a forlorned for any fownd and going broke.”

OPEN FORUM

(Continued from page 16)

WINNERS OF BOIL PRIZES ANNOUNCED

(Continued from page 1.)

Lee A. Carter—Through Science to Reality

Robert L. Konagai—a Brief Essay on the Nature of Truth

Stuart T. Martin, Jr.—A Purpose in Life

James H. F. Richardson—What I Know and What I Believe

Robert L. Nelson, Jr.—Creating a Philosopher

The terms of the will of the late Robert A. Boil leave a sum of $5,000 to the Institute, the interest of which is to be used in annual prizes “to stimulate the interest in the best use of the English language.”

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Those who anticipate living within five minutes walk of their classrooms, in thoroughly modern pleasant suites overlooking the beautiful Charles River, and are willing to cooperate in maintaining a fine quiet atmosphere, will find a real welcome at the Riverside Apartment Hotel.

Members of the Faculty, graduate and certain other students of M.I.T., should be interested in the many advantages now offered by the Riverside. A public study room which is comfortable and quiet has been provided. Rates have been reduced, and the service improved. Non-balcony rooms with full mail service, or one to two -room furnished or unfurnished suites are available. George or free parking space may be used. Your invitation is invited at the

RIVERSIDE APARTMENT HOTEL
420 MEMORIAL DRIVE, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Telephone, University 4726

They're pure

Wherever you buy Chesterfields, you get them just as fresh as if you came by our factory door!